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2023 Q3 Results

Q4 Market Outlook & Strategy

■ Revenue growth across all applications : 
IT/automotive/industrial

- Increased supply driven by solid demand in xEV, ADAS, server

- Seasonal demand increase 

such as global new smartphones launch

■

→ Focus on timely supply of high-end MLCC such as 

IT small-size · high-capacitance

Demand expected to slowdown due to market 
uncertainty and year-end inventory adjustment 
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→ Increase supply of high-reliability MLCC such as 

high-temperature/high-voltage toxEV customers byleveraging

widened product coverage and increased customer qualifications



2023 Q3 Results

■

■

Q4 Market Outlook & Strategy

→ Focus on increasing supply of high pixel camera module

such as 5M and diversifying customer base

■

- Increased camera module supply for strategic customer and

Chinese customers’ foldable phones

- Supply of differentiating products including high-specification 

triple camera module to overseas customer 

Revenue growth from increased supply of high-spec 

camera modules for major customers’ new flagships

Demand expected to be soft due to IT camera module 
seasonality, but start new supply of camera module for 
flagships such as high-pixel folded zoom 

Automotive camera module pixel requirements 

increasing with advances in autonomous driving 
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2023 Q3 Results

Q4 Market Outlook and Strategy

- BGA supply increased for 5G antenna and mobile memory

Division revenue increased slightly QoQ despite 
continued soft PC demand, thanks to increased BGA 
supply tied to new smartphone launch 

→  Focus on increasing supply in growth areas 
such as ARM processors 

- FCBGArevenue decreased for PCs but increased for servers

BGA demand is expected to be soft due to year-end 
seasonality 

→  Focus on developing differentiated products and          

increasing supply to new customers 

FCBGA demand for PC applications is expected to be 
stagnant but demand for high-end package substrates 
for server/network is expected to remain solid 
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■
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※ Net income attributable to owners of the parent



QoQ YoY

3%↑ 11,200.8 3%↑

3%↑ 5,324.4 4%↓

5%↑ 1,619.4 3%↑

13%↑ 9%↓

1%↓ 0.2%↑

13%↓ 27%↓

3%↑ 8%↑

7%↑ 9%↓

3%↑ 8%↑

0.3%↑ 4%↑

7%↓ 46%↑

2%↑ 2%↑

6%↑ 15%↑

15%↓ 33%↓

3%↑ 3%↑

- -




